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When it comes to your business, there is nothing more important that effective marketing. If you
can't get your business' name out there, how do you ever expect to generate revenue and leads? It
is so essential that you take marketing very seriously, otherwise like many other business' at this
present time, you will find yourself going out of business or closing altogether. You simply have to
have a solid marketing strategy in place, that is getting your results, if not, you are definitely in need
of a new marketing strategy that is going to work for you. There are many ways you can market your
business today, yet of course certain methods are more effective than others. One problem is, each
method of marketing is so crammed up with other business' doing the same thing, how can anyone
tell these companies apart? That's why you have to think outside of the box a little, and add a twist
to your marketing efforts, to make you stand out from the crowd.

So how can you market with a twist? Which main area of marketing are you going to look into? A lot
of business' have gone online, as with modern technology evolving all the time, people are warming
to the internet, and getting used to searching for companies through it. However, there is such
competition on the net, it can be hard to get in front of a potential clients eyes. Sometimes the old
fashioned methods work the best, and this is certainly the case for a lot of business' these days.

You may be thinking, "which old fashioned methods are the best?" Well the use of print has always
been a great way to get in front of clients eyes. Flyers, leaflets and business cards are a great way
to market your business. The only issue here, is that people often throw away flyers and leaflets etc,
so you can go through a lot of effort for no reason when getting your advertisements printed.
However, if you add a twist to your business cards, flyers and leaflets, a twist that will make people
think, hang on what was that? They will stop and take a look at what is printed, and then hey presto,
you have a potential lead.

So how can you capture someone's attention by doing something a little different on something like
a business card? One company that offers amazing Printing Services Houston is Neil Jou
Productions. Neil Jou Productions have totally revolutionized the standard business card. They have
added a feature when one side of the card you have your business and details, and the other side
has photographic images that change when you move the card around. It looks very professional,
and it is the marketing twist you have been looking for. Imagine being able to show business results
on your business card, as well as give your business details away, it's like a mini business
presentation. Get yourself over to Neil Jou Productions website now, and see what you can do for
your business marketing efforts today.
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